Chandley class
Entered Service: 2285
Overview: During the late 23rd Century, the
Federation faced multiple incursions from the
Klingon and the Romulan Star Empires. To deal
with these aggressions, Starfleet approved a
new class of cruiser to go toe-to-toe with the
toughest ships in the quadrant. At the same
time, a group of senior admirals quietly tasked
Starfleet Tactical to begin a specialized
program training Starfleet security personnel in
ground combat operations. Reminiscent of the
disbanded Military Assault Command
Operations (MACO), the program intended to
deploy these special detachments onboard the
new cruiser. The resulting design answered the
need for a ship that could protect the growing
borders of the Federation as both a deepspace fighting vessel and a support ship for
planetary operations. This new Chandley class
was nearing completion just as the Khitomer
Accords were signed. Suddenly, Starfleet
military operations were scaled back in favour
of renewed galaxy exploration. But the
Chandley’s rugged design easily allowed for a
variety of multi-mission refits making the ship
almost as ubiquitous as the Miranda class.
Despite their age, and the wide variety of
mission profiles, the Chandley has continued
to eﬀectively serve the needs of Starfleet on
the frontiers of space. And with renewed
hostilities growing between the Federation and
such powers as the Romulans, the
Cardassians and the Dominion, the capabilities
of this class will likely see widespread use in
the future.
Capabilities: The Chandley-class is often
considered a sister to the Miranda. Both
designs sport a primary hull supported by a

OF MACOS AND MARINES
The troublesome link between the ground
combat training project and the Khitomer
Conspiracy is hard to overlook. The fact that
several Starfleet oﬃcers involved in the
assassination of Chancellor Gorkon were
also linked to the development of the
Chandley is a stain on the design history of
the ship. This may be why a concerted eﬀort
was made to link the vessel’s combat
potential to the relatively noble history of the
MACOs. The naming of the Mark II and Mark
IV after two decorated MACOs from the
NX-01 Enterprise is the biggest indication
that Starfleet wished to erase the legacy of
the Khitomer conspirators to the Chandley.
The so-called ‘space marines’ never saw
deployment onboard but the training
program did result in a renewed respect for
the MACOs. As a result, tactics developed
for MACO ground combat was integrated
into the core of Starfleet’s Security training at
the Academy level resulting in more eﬀective
security oﬃcers across the whole of the fleet.

pair of warp nacelles hanging to the lower
sides of the structure like wings. Both models
also feature a secondary hull which wraps
around the primary saucer towards the aft of
the ship. But while the Miranda was initially
designed as a weapons platform, the
Chandley’s massive secondary hull was
intended to provide quarters and training
facilities for a full complement of security and
ground force personnel. When these plans
were abandoned, the Starfleet Advanced
Technologies Group quickly pivoted and
repurposed the vessel for a broader array of
mission profiles. These changes didn’t aﬀect
the exterior, specifically the placement of the

nacelles, since the ship had been designed to
balance the warp field while reinforcing the
vessel’s structural integrity at high speeds. But
it was the interior where engineers made a host
of critical upgrades. Using the refined power
relays in the initial design, the secondary hull
and wing arrays were redesigned to
accommodate expansive modular facilities like
exploration-based labs or mobile colonial
support installations. These modular facilities
allowed the vessel to operate longer on the
frontiers of deep space without the need for
regular starbase support. Furthermore, the
design featured the largest shuttle bays of any
ship at time. As a result, the Chandley excelled
in detailed planetary surveys, emergency cargo
transportation, and border patrol. Despite the
initial combat design, the Chandley did not rollout with extra armaments and featured only the
initial photon launch tubes from the lower keel
of the secondary hull. Subsequent refits
addressed this deficit with the eventual design
of Chandley Mark II. Known as the Hayes subclass, this variant boasted improved phaser
relays and a rapid launch torpedo bay recessed
in the ship’s bow. But as the Federation pushed
farther into deeper regions of space, greater
resources were needed to extend the mission
endurance and research capacity of the
Chandley. Ironically, this involved integrating
the unique secondary hull of the original design
with the primary structure of the Miranda class.
This Mark III was named the Hernandez subclass and featured an expanded impulse array
along with high-resolution, long-range sensors
in the upper tiers of the secondary hull. This
vastly improved both the integrity and
exploration capacity of the vessel allowing it to
see widespread use even into the late 23rd
century.

CHANDLEY MARK I

SCALE: 4
ATTACKS:
Phaser Banks
Photon Torpedoes
Tractor Beam (Strength 4)
TALENTS:
Chandley-class (Mark I) have the following
talents:
Rugged Design
Extensive Shuttlebays

CHANDLEY MARK II
[HAYES SUB-CLASS]

SCALE: 4
REFITS: 1

ATTACKS:
Phaser Banks
Photon Torpedoes
Tractor Beam (Strength 4)
TALENTS:
Chandley-class (Mark II) have the following
talents:
Rapid Fire Torpedo Launchers
Extensive Shuttlebays
CHANDLEY MARK III
[HERNANDEZ SUB-CLASS]

SCALE: 4
REFITS: 4
TRAITS: Long Serving Vessel
ATTACKS:
Phaser Banks
Photon Torpedoes
Tractor Beam (Strength 4)
TALENTS:
Chandley-class (Mark III) have the following
talents:
High Resolution Sensors OR Improved
Impulse Drive
Extensive Shuttlebays

The Federation enjoyed decades of peace
allowing it to focus on expansion and
exploration. However, as they pushed further
into uncharted sectors of space, new
adversaries and conflicts arose. Chief among
these were a pair of lengthy conflicts with both
the Tzenkthi Coalition and the Cardassian
Union. Both adversaries routinely challenged
the Federation in costly border skirmishes
demanding the design of a tougher ship that
could rapidly deploy military assets. But rather
than go with a wholesale redesign, Starfleet
engineers returned to the reliable Chandley
frame and fast tracked a series of radical
internal system refits. Additionally, designers
quickly adapted the powerful elements of the
Excelsior class to create a class of ship that
went beyond a simple refit. Designated the
Mark VI, the new Hawkins subclass
incorporated the warp power and computer
systems of the Excelsior while boasting the aft
wings and superstructure of the Chandley.
Named in honour of another decorated MACO
from the NX-01, the vessel immediately saw
deployment along the Tzenkthi and Cardassian
borders giving much needed support to many

Federation colonies. Several vessels of this
class were also lost at the Battle of Wolf 359
although the few surviving crew members
maintained “she put up a hell of a fight”. Now,
with the emerging threat of the Dominion, the
capabilities of this new ship, using systems
from two older vessels, may face the biggest
test of all.

ATTACKS:
Phaser Banks
Photon Torpedoes
Tractor Beam (Strength 4)
TALENTS:
Chandley-class (Mark IV) have the following
talents:
Rugged Design

CHANDLEY MARK IV

Improved Warp Drive

[HAWKINS SUB-CLASS]

Extensive Shuttlebays

ENTERED SERVICE: 2350
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The Chandley is one of the most
beloved starships ever to come out of
the old FASA game line and my love of
that game inspired me to put together
this supplement. But I couldn’t do this
without acknowledging those artists
who first designed the Chandley or
came up with their own variants. So,
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